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Apache Airavata’s is an open source science gateway framework providing security, data,
metadata, and job and workflow management capabilities for client gateways. The Generic
Application Factory (GFac) is a component within Airavata that abstracts the details of job
submission, monitoring, data transfer and error handling when interacting with remote computing
resources running a variety of middleware. In this poster, we present a flexible and extensible
architecture for GFac that allows it to work as a framework for managing clients to a wide range
of third party middleware providers.
GFac’s central design concept is the use of “providers” and “handlers”, which are analogous to
message body and message header processors in messageoriented systems. GFac’s
framework functionality is thus to handle multiple providers, each modified by zero or more
handlers. The framework provides thread management, fault tolerance, and extensibility, while
the handlers and providers implement the specific features needed to execute a task on a
specific resource. As an example, a Grid application execution consists of atomic operations like
authentication, input file transfer, job submission, job monitoring and output file transfer. All these
steps can be implemented as multiple handlers to the application execution framework and the
order can be configured in a configuration file. These handlers can be configured to run in
synchronous or asynchronous mode. If handlers are asynchronous, they will be run in a
separate thread which will be picked from the framework thread pool.
In our design, we must carefully consider the responsibility separation between framework and
extensions. As an example, a use case like batching job submissions to a given host, bulk
monitoring is orchestrated by framework but enacted by handlers. Apache Airavata has nearly 30
handlers implemented for different use cases. Users can organize the already existing handlers
and reuse them in their applications or they can write their own handlers and organize them
accordingly. At this time of this writing, GFac bundles support for GSISSH authentication,
GSISCP file transfers, SSH Authentication, SCP File transfer , Job submission with torque
based implementations like (qsub, squeue) and Job submission with SGE(Sun Grid Engine) and
monitoring in SGE.
As a framework, GFac strives to provide inherent characteristics of Extensibility, Fault
Tolerance, Scalability (across large number of application executions and related operations).
Flexibility (avoiding deadlocks/starving or conflicting states), Persistence and Dynamism. The
focus of the poster will be to discuss these intrinsic capabilities and lessons learnt while
implementing these challenges.

The following figure illustrates a draft version of the poster which will be modified and updated by
the time of the conference.

